
In Q4, the AMI Large Cap Growth returned 5.87% (5.62% on a

net basis) versus the Russell 1000 index at 10.62%. Security

selection drove approximately 60% of the relative performance,

with asset allocation contributing the balance. Stock picks in

Healthcare, Materials, Consumer Discretionary and Consumer

Staples were somewhat offset by outperforming picks in

Producer Durables and Technology. Asset allocation was driven

by being overweight Consumer Staples (which underperformed

the index) and being underweight Technology (which

outperformed). This was partially offset by being underweight

Consumer Discretionary (which underperformed).
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LARGE CAP GROWTH ANNUALIZED RETURNS

Top Contributors in Q4

Company Avg. Weight Contribution

Apple 4.39% 1.24%

Microsoft 4.45% 0.60%

Avery Dennison 3.50% 0.55%

Adobe Inc. 2.96% 0.55%

Lamb Weston 3.02% 0.53%

Bottom Contributors in Q4

Company Avg. Weight Contribution

Bright Horizons 1.92% -0.30%

Ecolab 3.12% -0.08%

Constellation Brands 2.58% -0.25%

Church & Dwight 3.92% -0.27%

Ball Corp. 3.08% -0.37%

*Not annualized. As of 12/31/19. Source AMI. Please see last page for important disclosures.
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Q4 2019* 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 year Inception
(1/1/98)

AMI Gross AMI Net Russell 1000 Growth S&P 500

Q4 2019* 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 year
Inception 

(1/1/98)

AMI Gross 5.87% 29.67% 16.67% 10.59% 13.75% 11.06%

AMI Net 5.62% 28.46% 15.54% 9.52% 12.66% 9.98%

R1000G 10.62% 36.39% 20.49% 14.63% 15.22% 7.66%

S&P 500 9.07% 31.49% 15.27% 11.70% 13.56% 7.63%

http://www.amiassetmanagement.com/


Apple posted better-than-expected fiscal Q4 earnings as the company’s strong sales in

Wearables, iPads, and Services offset a decline in iPhone sales. As the company repositions

itself from a hardware-only company to a higher growth Services and accessories business,

investors are rewarding Apple with a higher multiple on those earnings which has helped to

propel the stock during the quarter.

Microsoft’s fiscal Q1 revenue and earnings beat estimates as the company continues to post

solid top-line growth across all its product lines while also expanding margins. Subscriptions

to Office continue to grow as the company transitions away from a license model and the

company’s Azure cloud business is growing in the high double-digits which we believe is

sustainable for the near and medium-term.

Avery Dennison reported good Q3 earnings, which included modest revenue growth but very

good margin expansion and EPS growth. The leading label supplier has been facing

headwinds from tariffs, so the prospect of easing tariffs added to the good earnings report and

propelled the stock higher.

Adobe’s fiscal Q4 results were solid across the board with both revenue and earnings beating

consensus estimates. Fiscal 2020 guidance was also positive, suggesting sustainable 20% top-

line growth. The company is leveraging recent acquisitions to further integrate its offering

into the marketing and e-commerce efforts for its customers beyond just creative design

software products.

Lamb Weston continued to post strong numbers in fiscal Q1, as the frozen potato

manufacturer’s leverage to chicken-based restaurants like Chick-fil-A drove impressive

volume growth. The company continues to invest in building capacity, but with historic

levels of global demand, the company remains well-positioned to grow in 2020 and beyond.
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Top Contributors



Bright Horizons posted another solid quarter in Q3, with consistent revenue growth and

margin expansion. However, the stock had a strong run throughout the first nine months of

2019, and as investors shifted away from defensive stocks during the fourth quarter, investors

sold the stock to take profits before year-end.

Ecolab also experienced profit-taking following the stock’s strong performance. The

company continues to perform quite well despite some choppiness in certain end markets like

energy and European hospitality. The recently announced merger of Ecolab’s Upstream Oil

business with a larger peer is a positive for shareholders and we continue to like the

company’s earnings visibility and diverse end markets.

Constellation Brands reported earnings that were viewed as disappointing, with growth in the

core beer business underperforming elevated expectations. In addition, a delay in the sale of

the company’s declining low-end wine business driven by antitrust concerns weighed on

shares throughout the quarter. The noise surrounding this divestiture should dissipate in

fiscal 2021, and Constellation’s industry-leading beer growth should be aided by the

introduction of a Corona-branded hard seltzer in March.

Church & Dwight reported an underwhelming Q3, as the company’s strategy of raising prices

in response to commodity inflation negatively impacted volumes. The company was also

hurt by a decline at the recently-acquired Flawless business, where sales were impacted by

weakness at a large specialty retailer. The increased pricing was part of management’s plan

in 2019 and expects the volume declines to reverse in 2020 as it invests in marketing and

innovation. Flawless performance is worth watching, but the company has only been owned

by Church & Dwight for a short period of time, and the company has credible plans to drive

improved performance next year.

In Q4, we added Teleflex, a leading supplier of disposable medical devices, namely catheters

used in a variety of procedures. We see stable growth from an aging population, new devices

that improve surgical outcomes, and a new proprietary outpatient procedure for enlarged

prostates that is currently growing at approximately 50%.
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Bottom Contributors



Disclosures
* Performance Disclosures: AMI Asset Management (AMI) is an independent investment management firm registered 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission since 1994. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. 
AMI provides discretionary asset management services to institutional and individual clients through separately 
managed accounts using seven equity and fixed income strategies. The Domestic Large Cap Growth Composite 
includes all fully discretionary, fee-paying and non-fee-paying, taxable and nontaxable households with at least 
$400,000 in equities on the last day of the previous quarter. Beginning January 1, 2006, the composite was 
constructed using client households, as defined, whereas previously the composite was constructed at the account 
level. The composite was modified beginning January 1, 2006, to reflect the increase in our minimum equity balance 
per household from $100,000 to $400,000. Returns are presented gross and net of management fees and include the 
reinvestment of all income. Gross returns are presented before management fees but after all trading expenses. Net 
returns are calculated by deducting 1/4th of the highest applicable annual fee of 1.00% from the gross composite 
returns on a quarterly basis.  Clients should not assume that managed accounts will attain similar investment 
performance in the future. All accounts are individually managed; therefore, returns for separate accounts may be 
higher or lower than the average performance stated above. The benchmarks we use are the Standard & Poor's 500® 
Total Return and the Russell 1000® Growth Index. The Standard & Poor’s 500® Total Return is designed to measure 
performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks 
representing all major industries. It includes a representative sample of 500 leading companies in leading industries of 
the U.S. economy. The S&P 500® Total Return focuses on the large cap segment of the market with over 80% coverage 
of U.S. equities. The Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the large-capitalization growth sector of the U.S. equity 
market. It is a subset of the Russell 1000® Index. The Index is capitalization-weighted and consists of those companies, 
or portion of a company, with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth within the Russell 1000® Index. 
Index performance is provided as a point of reference only and does not imply that a Strategy will achieve returns, 
volatility, or other results similar to the index. The total returns for the index do not reflect the deduction of any fees 
or expenses which would reduce returns. Indices are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index.

** Source: AMI and Bloomberg. The top five and bottom five contributors information is based on a representative 
account taken from the AMI Large Cap Growth composite. The representative account was selected because it closely 
reflects the AMI Large Cap Growth investment strategy. Due to factors such as portfolio size, specific investment 
guidelines and inception dates of individual accounts, there will be dispersion between the weight, returns, and 
contributions of this account and other accounts in the composite. The Contribution is calculated by multiplying the 
weight (i.e., percentage of the total account) invested in each holding times the rate of return for that holding during 
the measurement period. The holdings identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or 
recommended for AMI’s clients. Actual client holdings and characteristics may vary and holdings are subject to change. 
The reader should not assume that (1) an investment in the securities identified was or will be profitable or (2) that the 
AMI Large Cap Growth Strategy will hold these stocks in the future. References to specific securities are not intended 
as representative of past recommendations by AMI. The securities shown should not be considered recommendations 
or solicitations and may not have been, or in the future be, profitable. Nothing presented herein is or is intended to 
constitute investment advice, and no investment decision should be made based on any information provided herein. 
Past performance is not an indication of future returns. There is a risk of loss from an investment in securities, 
including the risk of loss of principal. 

To obtain free of charge (1) a complete list of composite descriptions, (2) the calculation’s methodology and a list 
showing every holding’s contribution to the overall account’s performance during the measurement period, and/or (3) 
a complete list of all buy and sell recommendations for this strategy within the last 12 months, please contact 
Katharine Kim at (424) 320-4003 or katharine@amiassetmanagement.com.
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